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Dear Children, Parents/Carers, Governors and Friends,

It has been very encouraging that so many children participated in Home Learning this week. Find out how, by following
these instructions: https://www.princeofwales.enfield.sch.uk/pupils/ . Please check you received the message with your
child’s LGfL username and password as your child will need that to send work back to their teachers and to exchange
messages. If you need help we will help you work it out. Email office@princeofwales.enfield.sch.uk or your class teachers (on
Pupils page of our website) if you have any questions or need help.
Please ensure that your child(ren) do at least some work every day as learning routines are really important at this time;
have a look at the pages below with examples of home learning this week. Class teachers look forward to communicating
and keeping in touch with their class every day. Do join me in thanking them for the fantastic job they do!
With best wishes and good health,
Mr J M Bless
Headteacher
Our Value for this week is
These pupils have done their Home Learning and modelled our value this week:
Child’s Name

Class

Salim Ahmed

1T

Cameron Mustafa

1To

Sevcan Djemal
Ela Kesser
Angello De Sousa
Pereira
David Bakura
Ali Gulbudak

1K
2H

Taj Linton-Marcel

3F

Tasnim Nunow

3G

Elizabeth Sluter

4T

Eylul Kaygili
Wesley Njiru-Farnum
Oskar Thompson

4F
4H
5G

Jeyda Ahmet

5H

Naomi Shoffren and
Kazhal Ahmed

5K

Raed Eifan

6T

Ege Taskiran

6L

Being exceptionally resourceful as we transition into home learning. Raed is constantly engaged, working hard and has
used his resourcefulness to contact other children in the class for me to help them log on and access the home learning.
Being resourceful with your time and sending in your completed work on time every day.

Jayden Ruskin Mulroy

6B

Jayden has proved that he is resourceful this week, he has also been an enthusiastic participant in our on-line school.

2T
2A
3R

Certificate achieved for:
Finding resourceful ways to do your home learning! You have coped really well with all the changes and difficulties you
faced this week – you should be proud of yourself!
Cameron you are proving to be extremely resourceful during our first week of home learning. I particularly liked your idea of
using pasta to support adding.
Sevcan you have approached your home learning resourcefully and enthusiastically. I am very proud of you!

Carrying out home learning to a high standard.
Consistently completing his home learning this week and demonstrating a resourceful and positive attitude towards all tasks.
Well done!
Having the ability to find quick and clever ways to complete his tasks during our first week of home learning.
His resourcefulness during this unusual time and for completing the work set this week to a high standard.
Completing your homework to a good standard this week and have been using resources at home to help with your maths
work.
Using the resources available to you to complete your work and for persevering, even when faced with technological
problems
Showing how resourceful she can be whilst completing her daily home learning. She has managed to find quick and clever
ways to overcome any challenges she has faced this week, especially when finding ways to get her work to me. Well done
Beth I am very proud!
Being resourceful and completing her Home Learning tasks every day.
For being resourceful and resilient towards his home learning.
Showing resourcefulness at home by taking part in a weeding project in the garden.
Jeyda has really been on the ball this week. She has used her resourcefulness to embrace home learning and has
consistently delivered high quality work. I’m delighted to award this certificate to you Jeyda!
For finding a way to complete all learning tasks even when times have been difficult, through conference call together.

Attendance this week
1K 40.74%
1T 34.00%
1To 33.00%

2A 28.70%
2H 12.96%
2T 29.62%

3F 31.52%
3G 25.00%
3R 33.33%

4F 54.62%
4H 43.33%
4T 59.48%

5G 42.24%
5H 30.55%
5K 30.17%

Well done to 1K and 4T for best Home school attendance this week.
Overall attendance since the start of Home Schooling: 40.80%

6B 46.29%
6L 33.65%
6T 56.00%

Good afternoon Mr Bless,
Emailing as a parent in these difficult times, can I just say how impressed I am at our school and the lengths all the staff are going to in
ensuring that the pupils are kept to the routine as much as possible. The little things like an online assembly and the teachers emailing
daily and keeping in touch throughout the days. Also we have been told the teachers are still doing the weekly certificates, which is
amazing and gives the children something to work towards too! In such unprecedented times of uncertainty, I am so glad my children are
a part of POW and am proud of our school.
Thank you to everyone who has been helping in these times.
Jayden 6B and Skye 5G’s Parents :)

Value of the Week and Virtual Assemblies
Because of school closure we will focus on a weekly value rather than our usual
monthly one. We will present the value through a Monday virtual assembly. This will
either be a slide of PDFs for children and families to read through and talk about or
even a YouTube presentation like our assembly this week:
https://youtu.be/iHkAF_5KJgI
In our assembly you were introduced to a brown mouse called Resourceful.
Unfortunately, she didn’t have a story yet like her friend Resilience Mouse and she
invited all our children to write it. And guess what, we already have two in this
newsletter – Resourceful is thrilled!

Resourceful and Resilience

I
MY STORY

Lois 2a

Hi there, I’m Tara the Parent Rep of Year 1. At the beginning of year 1, I started a
WhatsApp group which was designed to keep in contact with mums from my old class.
The class had been changed up and we wanted to stay close, I arranged a play date at
Jump In after the summer holidays to see everyone. It
was also a time for mums to meet new mums from their
new class. After the play date I was asked if we could
keep the group and use it to help and support each other
and send information about what’s happening in year 1.
The group become very successful and grew bigger very
quickly, that I now have two WhatsApp groups over year 1
with 36 families. Over the last 6 months I have organised
get togethers for the children and their families, such as
Jump In, Christmas dinner and raffles.
During this testing time with the school closure the
groups have really been supporting each other and have
become very good
friends.

Here are some reviews
from parents on how
useful the groups are.

If you are in year 1 and
would like to add to the group for support, please email the Friends
of Prince of Wales with:
Your child’s name, class, your name and I will add you to the group.
Email: friends.pow1@yahoo.com
If any parents in the other year groups would like to set up a parent WhatsApp group
for supporting each other, email The Friends with the above details and will we do our
best to facilitate this.

POW, YOU'RE AMAZING
Hi all at Prince of Wales - we hope you and your loved ones are well during this
time of uncertainty. We'd just like to say a massive thank you for being a part of
this year's Sport Relief - you've made it a monumental success. Although it was
just over a week ago, in many ways it feels like a lifetime, amidst everything
else we are currently faced with.
At times like this, it couldn't be more important for us to come together as a
nation and help those more vulnerable than ourselves. And that's exactly what
you did - you've helped us raise an incredible £40,540,355 and counting!
By giving money to Sport Relief, you're supporting people living incredibly
tough lives in the UK and around the world, as well as supporting those who are
being affected by the coronavirus.
So, whether you donated, fundraised, or simply tuned in to the live show, we
can’t thank you enough. But to help us try, a few of our friends wanted to share
a little message with you...
WATCH VIDEO

Thanks again for all of your support. We couldn't have done it without you.
Stay safe and stay well.

In Year 3 we have been using our
times tables knowledge to multiply
one digit by two and three digits. The
children found it a challenge but are
now ready for the next challenge of
division!

Year 3

Home
Learning

In Science we were continuing
to find out about plants. We
completed an interactive game
and then drew and labeled a
plant we could see in our house
or through our window.

We have been working
on similes and
metaphors for the moon
in English; we had lovely
examples such as ‘the
moon is like a mirror
reflecting on earth’.

Portrait of Shackleton – Pearl 6T

Portrait of Ernest Shackleton by Brooklyn Douglas 6B

Maths and Reading Jayden Ruskin 6B

Circuit Symbols – Nicola Piszczek 6B

Greta DGR – 6T

Reading, writing and maths - Samuel 6T

Portrait of Ernest Shackleton
By Austin 6L

Maths – Measuring capacity and
converting measurements Letisia 6L

I
MY STORY

EYFS
HOME LEARNING

Year 1 have been very busy with their Home Learning. The children have been doing a range of
work in their homes; writing about Mr Gumpy, sorting materials in science, addition in maths;
reading with family, PE with Joe Wicks and lots more! All Year 1 teachers have been delighted
with the amount of hard work and support within the year group and they have welcomed all the
lovely emails they received from their classes. Well done everyone!

Here are some of the lovely messages we have received from the children:
I am enjoying my work in the mornings and am reading for my level on
Oxford Owl. I also have been practicing my 2 times tables with Purple Mash
games. We have been doing PE with Joe every morning and I have been
baking too. Hopefully school will be open before the summer holidays so
everyone can see each other again. It’s nice to be at home all the time and
have lots of activities but I do miss school. I'm happy you are seeing your
dad and having a nice time.
Sorry we did not send any work yesterday. We went on a
2-hour hike. We went back to Enfield Island Village and
had so much fun outside.
But today we did a lot of work:
We started the morning with Maths and English/History,
then added onto the Science work. We also had a lot of
breaks and a big lunch today.
This afternoon we completed PE with Joe.
Today I used a new tool: a highlighter to highlight my
adjectives in English. I had a lot of fun with that.
You can see attached my video and photos of our
adventures.
How was your Wednesday? I look forward to reading your
emails every morning with my breakfast.

Ronnie did some fantastic maths
work about more and less.

The children have been helping
keep their homes clean and
tidy. You’re doing a great job!

PE with Joe Wicks is a
good way to keep fit.

Practising letter formation.

Clayton wrote these maths puzzles.
Can you solve them?

